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The President’s Note
I have a friend who has health issues. Because of his health he spends most of his free time on
the computer. He knows my preference for wagons and hearses. Virtually every day he finds yet
another wagon or hearse for sale. And of course I am the recipient of an email with the ads. It
never ceases to amaze me how many wagons are showing up on the various sale sites.
Everything you can imagine in every condition you can imagine. Although, I have run out of
storage space, I still enjoy “checking” them out. Don’t need to buy any more at this time. So
much potential is out there. So, if you are looking for a wagon project, you should be able to find
one. If you are looking for your first wagon, or perhaps another one to add to the stable, they are
available.
So, where does he find these wagons? My friend is a “Craig’s List” junkie. But he does not limit
himself. I see ads from E-bay on a regular basis. He is also familiar with numerous classic car
sale sites and auction sites. My own preference is auctions. Again, I don’t have space for more,
but I am known to go to auctions just to check out the offerings and their selling price. If you are
looking and plan on using any on-line services to purchase, please be careful and make sure you
know what you are getting into before committing any money.
Happy hunting.

New Members:
David Calleia

Bainbridge, NY

1991 Chevy Caprice

James Cowen

Buffalo Grove, IL

No wagons listed at this time

Welcome to the ISWC. Hope to see you at a future club show.

Chuck Snyder
President ISWC

Large Family Hauler: 6-Door 1992 Buick Roadmaster!
Here is just one example of what is available if you are looking for something unique.
This 1992 Buick wagon is no ordinary grocery getter. It was commissioned to be built by Hollywood
producer Ray Stark and he supposedly spent six figures to make his dream a reality! The car is now
parked on a used car lot in Monterey, California with an asking price of $25,000. With four rows of
seating and the roof-top storage, this car would make a great cross-country cruiser for a very large family!
Here you can see the second row which features a
television and videotape player. There is also a fold
out desk feature for getting some business done. You
can also see a wedge-shaped insert on the floorboard.
Presumably, this will aid in the comfort of shortlegged passengers making the ride more comfortable.

You have to love the color-coded roof-top storage bin
along with the wood “paneling” that continues down
the length of the car. Overall, this doesn’t look like a
cheap build and will definitely be a conversation piece
for the new owner. What do you think about this car?
Is it old enough to be retro-cool?

SVT-WGN
Robert Bandurka
This document traces the evolution of my SVT-WGN (as we found parts).

SVT-WGN at
Carlisle 2011

This is my current wagon. It is a somewhat modified 2002 Ford Focus Wagon. This old guy is a
wagon aficionado, preferably, with manual transmissions. Most of my vehicles have had
performance parts added, to improve handling, acceleration or mileage.
The genesis of SVT-WGN was an evening of "bench racing" with a couple of beers. We discussed
cars, two young guys and one old geezer. I expressed my preference for a long roof, cheap, and a
manual transmission, the more gears the better. At the time, my only choices for a six-speed wagon
were Volvo V-70R and Audi models. Alas, these cost more than I wanted to pay. My son's friend
Eric then suggested buying a wrecked Focus three door SVT, and he would help Andrew swap the
desired features into a Focus wagon. The skeptic in me asked "And just how much would this
cost?" "Nothing, if you give me the interior."

Wrecked SVT 3-door Hatchback at SGI Salvage Yard

So about a week later, I was the owner of this wrecked Focus SVT three door. The interior went
into Eric's Focus.
It took us several months to find a used Focus wagon equipped the way we wanted (I really wanted
a black or silver one with low mileage, manual transmission and air conditioning.) There were
many in red, green, a couple of white ones, a tan one, but no black or silver ones with low mileage
and manual transmission.
Roughly six months later we found a low mileage dark shadow grey SE model with manual
transmission and air conditioning. And the price was reasonable. We drove it for about three
months to make sure there were no issues.
Mid-winter, Eric and my son pulled the engine, transmission, Borla exhaust system, disk brakes
and dash out of that wrecked SVT and installed them into the wagon. The few problems were
solved by asking online. All of the hard work, installation, painting, interior was done by those two
boys, Eric and my youngest son, Andrew. My contribution was to observe and keep my mouth
shut.
We had ordered lowering springs, HID headlights, and a K&N Cold Air intake. The boys
completed the swap in one weekend. Some of the other members on the Focus Forums did not
believe what had been done. Do comments like "bullshit" hurt? To provide proof to these skeptics,
we planned to attend the June 2011 Ford Nationals in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
In late May, we left Humboldt, Saskatchewan with two cars, my wagon and Eric's three door.

Tousley Ford, Minneapolis

Saskatchewan specialty "textured paint"
aka Bugs

One of the stops on this road trip was at Tousley Ford with the two cars. We ordered an SVT front
bumper for pickup on the way home. (Do the bug spatters convince you this car is a daily driver?)

Carlisle June 2011

Carlisle was our first car show. At the
show, the three judges selected our
wagon as the best Focus wagon (20002007). While our wagon was nowhere
near the best (CosWagon was also
there) the judges still gave us the
honour. Paraphrasing their words, "We
(the judges) were unanimous, a wagon
that was built by the owners, in East Armpit Saskatchewan (okay that is our description), without
professional help, and ... had enough faith in their handiwork to drive it halfway across the
continent, deserves this award."

This is the CosWagon - superior in every
way to SVT-WGN

Wrecked four door SVT

Fortune again smiled on us as we found
a second wrecked Ford Focus SVT.
This time it was the four door
hatchback version. This unit provided
us with the seats, door cards and a few
other interior parts. Plus, we now also have an extra engine and transmission (just in case).
My interest in cars started back in 1967 with a fastback dark green Mustang (nearly identical in
sound and appearance to the movie Bullitt 1968 Mustang.) Mine was equipped with a 289 V-8,
four speed manual, a Detroit locker rear axle and no radio (hey, I had to choose my options to stay
within budget.) Within a year it had headers, dual point mechanical advance distributor, ET
aluminum rims, traction bars, a strut bar and a 1968 AM/FM stereo radio.

My first vehicle, a 1967 Mustang.
(Me, a lot younger and a lot less
gravitationally challenged.)

1967 Ford Wagon with 1971 Mustang rims

My history with wagons started in 1971 with a used 1967 Ford Ranch Wagon purchased on my
return from a year travelling in Europe. This wagon had a 289 V8 with three speed standard.
Custom steel rims (from my brother's 1971 Ford Mustang), Hurst floor shifter, dual exhaust, a
tachometer and 8-track stereo were the added custom items.
Cycling is a hobby. Another is flying. Because renting was expensive and rather inconvenient, in
1973 a 1969 Cessna 150J was imported from Van Nuys (California) and licensed in Canada.

My 1969 Cessna 150J C-GCDY

1974 Gran Torino Squire
Brougham wagon

In 1974, a brand new Gran Torino Squire Brougham wagon replaced the 1967 model. Automatic,
fake wood grain, fake leather, this was the worst car I have ever owned. 'Nuff said.
Through the years I always ended up buying Fords from my hometown dealer. No other dealer
came close. In 1980, my wife and I ordered a 1981 Ford Escort wagon (with SS package - manual
transmission, disk brakes, lowered suspension, full instrumentation - and tape stripe delete. Later
models were renamed GT, but that original performance Escort wagon had an SS option (Escort
trivia.) The closest competitor was a Dodge Omni and it would have cost us about a $1000 more.
The Escort wagon was probably the best handling and economical vehicle we owned to date. By
the mid-eighties (and a growing family) we bought a second vehicle, a Ford Aerostar with dual air
conditioners and heater, limited slip differential, top end stereo system and manual five-speed. At
the time I was also traveling across Canada for IBM and got to drive a number of vehicles. The
Taurus was a favourite, because it felt and handled very much like my Escort (just like flying a
Cessna 210 was similar to my Cessna 150.) We contemplated buying a Taurus MT-5 wagon, but
we went with the Aerostar, more room, and V6 engine.
Then my favourite dealer retired. Now I had to find another dealer (alas, never have) so now we
prefer to buy used. Alas again, most used cars are not equipped with my choice of options. I found
a used 1995 Taurus SHO with five-speed. Unfortunately it would not pass Saskatchewan safety,
so I sold it for parts (big mistake, I should have just parked it on the back forty. But that is
hindsight.)
Instead we bought a used 1995 Taurus wagon, which was somewhat customized with later model
aluminum rims.

1995 Ford Taurus Wagon (16 inch
rims from a 2000 Taurus SE)

2000 Ford Taurus Wagon
(17 inch rims)

When the youngest son blew the transmission
(original with 360,000 kilometres) that 1995
wagon was just not worth repairing. We
replaced the 1995 with a red 2000 Taurus SE
wagon.

In 2010 my youngest son (the one that blew the transmission in the 1995 wagon) built me the
Focus SVT wagon. This is the type of car Ford should build for guys like me. There is a rumour

the Focus ST/RS is available in Europe in wagon form, but not here, ... yet. That will probably be
the vehicle at the top of my list if it does make it over here. (Another neat little bit of trivia: the
wheels on the new Focus are 5 x 108 mm - which means they will fit the old Taurus and come in
17 and 18 inch sizes.)
Year round, this wagon gets driven,
even in winter, although not as much.
In summer we attend Show & Shine
events all over Saskatchewan and
Western Canada.
Winter

A&W Regina

And this is the wagon currently

HAULIN’ HISTORY
By Eric Josephson, ISWC Historian
Winter 2019
Hired Hand in Steel:
1952-1974 Ford Ranch Wagon
Ford Motor Company pioneered the factory-built station wagon when it
was introduced in the spring of 1929 within the Model A line, and
throughout the pre-World War II era, Dearborn was far and away the
sales leader in that tiny but gradually growing segment of the automobile
market. During this era when station wagon bodies were constructed of genuine wood, Ford’s Iron
Mountain facility specialized in this craft, which enabled Ford to get a good head start against the
competition. Yet after the war, as the trend toward all-steel wagons was making progress, Ford was
uncharacteristically late, ironically being among the last to completely abandon woodies.
This trend began in 1946, when Willys-Overland got the ball rolling with the Willys Jeep Station Wagon
(although the earliest examples were painted to look like woodies). Crosley followed soon afterward, and
in mid-1949, both GM and Chrysler began replacing their wood-bodied wagons with all-steel ones. Even
among the woodies, Ford’s included, there was generally less structural timber designed in. By 1951, Buick
was the only brand among FoMoCo’s competition still holding on to woodies. When Ford finally did make
the all-important move, however, it jumped in with both feet.
That time came with the 1952 model year, when Ford issued its second all-new design since the war. Those
folks who still wanted the traditional wood look could check out the Country Squire, in the top-line Crestline
series, which wore Di-Noc simulated wood decals outlined in genuine wood framing on the sides and
tailgate. For the rest, Ford offered two new choices. Those seeking the four-door convenience of the Squire
in an all-steel package could turn to the new Country Sedan in the mid-range Customline series. The lowest
priced Ford wagon, in the economy Mainline series, was also all-steel but with two doors like the previous
generation Ford haulers. It didn’t have “country” in its name, but the theme was there; it was called the
Ranch Wagon.
Like all Ford wagons for 1952, the Ranch
Wagon was built on a 115-inch wheelbase, one
inch longer than that of the 1951 Ford wagons.
The spinner grille theme was inherited from
those models, but with only one spinner as the
1949 and 1950 Fords had, plus oblong slots
and round parking lamps to either side of it.
The Ford crest marked the spot above it. A
single-pane windshield was new, and round
taillights, which would be a hallmark Ford
styling feature for many years to follow, made
their first appearance. A band of chrome ran
full circle around the car beneath all windows,
1952 Mainline Ranch Wagon
and the rear flanks were marked by a crease
that ran horizontally across the middle then angled inward ahead of the rear wheels, where a small
parallelogram trim piece was added. Two-tone paint could be specified, with the second color surrounding
the window frames. Rear passengers got sliding glass side windows for ventilation. Should your loading

situation necessitate traveling with the tailgate open, the license plate could swing down to keep it in view.
Inside, the speedometer and all auxiliary gauges were housed within a large semicircular dial, and the rear
seat was folded by tipping up the cushion and pushing the seat back down flat. The basic package was pretty
basic: rubber windshield moldings, a horn button, and a sun visor and armrest for driver only, but you did
get suspended brake and clutch pedals on every Ford. The standard engine for the Ranch Wagon was the
215.3-cid 101-horse “Mileage Maker” six—new for ’52—but the 239.4-cid 110-horse “Strato-Star”
flathead V-8 could be installed if preferred. Three-speed manual column shift was the standard
transmission, with overdrive and three-speed Ford-O-Matic also available; all could be ordered with either
engine. Magic Air heater and defroster, spring-wound or electric clock and Deluxe and Custom radios were
among the other options available. All station wagon bodies were now built at a new plant in Wayne,
Michigan before being shipped to other Ford plants for complete assembly. Better late than never, these
new all-metal haulers helped Ford reassert its leadership in wagon sales, with 49,919 units for the model
year, an all-time record for the marque and the industry, and quite a remarkable feat given a shortened
model year and the production restrictions imposed by the federal government due to America’s continuing
involvement in the Korean War (only 671,733 cars overall built from February to December). The Ranch
Wagon, which could be had for as little as $1,832, was the most popular by far, accounting for 32,566 of
the total. By the way, Ford also introduced a new commercial vehicle, the Courier sedan delivery, that was
based on the Ranch Wagon; it had the rear side window areas filled in with sheetmetal and the two-piece
tailgate was replaced with a large side-hinged door.
In 1953, Ford celebrated fifty years in business with a special on The Ed Sullivan Show, and also marked
the milestone on the steering hubs of all new Ford cars and trucks. The year’s facelift brought a solid grille
bar that wrapped slightly around the fenders and had four grooves on each side of the spinner, plus new
rectangular parking lamps. “Master-Guide” power steering and power brakes were newly available by midyear. Also in mid-year, Ford, having completed its recovery after suffering financial losses in the late
Forties, now aimed squarely at Chevrolet by instigating a “sales blitz”, in which truckloads of unordered
cars arrived at Ford dealerships in an all-out effort to outsell its main rival. Naturally, Chevrolet wasn’t
about to take it lying down, acting in kind to stay ahead, which it did by a 100,000-unit margin (1.35 to
1.25 million). Of course, the Korean War effort wound down, ending in a stalemate in July, and production
restrictions with it, and at any rate Ford station wagon prospects were already eager to buy, putting 115,720
of them in their driveways, including 66,976 Ranch Wagons.
For 1954, Ford gave its cars a subtle half-inch
increase in wheelbase, to 115.5, and another
slight facelift, reverting to the slotted grille bar
but with discreet vertical dividers in the slots.
The parking lamps went back to being round,
albeit smaller, and returned to their former
positions astride the grille slots. Inside, Fords
got a new instrument panel featuring a raised
sunlit “Astra-Dial” speedometer. A second
Ranch Wagon was introduced, this one in the
Customline series; it sold for $2,122, a $93
premium over the Mainline version. With it
you got chrome trim around the windshield and
1954 Customline Ranch Wagon
a full-length chrome strip with a dip in the center
along the bodysides, plus a half horn ring on the steering wheel, sun visors for both driver and front
passenger and armrests on both doors. After 22 years, the old flathead V-8 gave way to the new “Y-block”
V-8, which carried the same displacement but with twenty more horsepower. The six, also called “I-block”,
was enlarged and fortified as well, to 223 cubes and 115 horses; both were overhead-valve mills. Ball-joint
front suspension was newly adopted as well. A four-way power seat joined the option list, as did power

windows for the Customline. For most of the year, the sales blitz between Ford and Chevrolet was still
going on, and the Blue Oval was able to just edge out the bowtie in model year production, although Chevy
claimed to have sold more cars. Station wagon production continued to ramp up, this year to 141,582 units.
Ranch Wagon output climbed to 80,401, broken down to 44,315 Mainline models and 36,086 Customlines.
With Ford wagons such a rousing success, the division created a separate series in 1955 just for them. The
previous year’s Mainline model was now simply the Ranch Wagon, and the Customline model became the
Custom Ranch Wagon. Although not ground-up new, there were enough outward changes to create that
impression, among them a new wraparound windshield, hooded headlamps, a full-width grille with small
square holes, and round parking lamps. The six got a modest hike in horsepower to 120, while the standard
V-8 was pumped up to 272 cubes at 162 horses, or 182 in four-barrel “Power-Pak” form, and an even
larger 292 provided 198 horses. Air conditioning was made available at mid-year. Chevy reasserted itself
as number one overall and nearly tripled its wagon production, but Ford still had the advantage in this
sector, cranking out 209,459 of them, including 40,493 Ranch Wagons and 43,671 Custom Ranch Wagons.
Ford tried a surprising approach during its
1956 selling season—promoting safety. This it
did with “Lifeguard design”, which included
such features as dished steering wheels to
reduce chest injury in a frontal crash, doublegrip door latches to prevent doors from
springing open in a side impact, pivoting rearview mirrors, and, as options, seat belts and a
padded dash. A mild facelift for the year
brought a new grille with rectangular openings
and new oblong parking lamps to either side of
it, while larger taillights were found at the rear.
1956 Ranch Wagon
Some later ’56 base Ranch Wagons added a hookshaped chrome trim piece to the rear flanks to dress them up a tad. The Custom Ranch Wagon continued to
use full-length side trim, which now had a slight dip in the middle where Ranch Wagon ID appeared. The
instrument panel was revised with round gauges and was now shaded to reduce glare. Existing engines got
more power increases, while a new 312-cid V-8 of 215/225 (manual/automatic) horses became the top
engine option, and a 12-volt electrical system was newly installed. Of the 214,446 station wagons built by
Ford for ’56, 48,348 were Ranch Wagons and 42,317 were Custom Ranch Wagons.
For 1957, Ford issued a thoroughly new look,
longer, lower, wider and livelier on a new 116inch wheelbase. Dearborn’s latest haulers
sported bulging headlamps that were more
sharply hooded, another new grille containing
still wider rectangles and rectangular parking
lamps, Ford lettering above the grille, a hood
that now opened from the rear, dogleg
windshield posts, a stamped depression in the
rear portion of the roof, modest tailfins, even
larger taillights with backup lamps built in, a
wider opening for the upper tailgate, and new
bumpers, the rear one now holding the license
1957 Del Rio Ranch Wagon
plate. All this was mounted upon a new “cowbelly”
frame, which partly accounted for the lower height and also provided more interior space. This year also
saw the introduction of the Del Rio Ranch Wagon, which replaced the Custom Ranch Wagon and the one-

year-only Parklane and was sort of a compromise between the two. The Del Rio was furnished with special
ranch pattern upholstery, and its side trim was borrowed from the new Custom 300 series, featuring a fulllength chrome strip with a sharp dip aft of the doors, and anodized gold trim lining the area forward of the
dip. The base Ranch Wagon now took after the base Custom series, with a chrome molding that sloped
back from the beltline at the B-pillar—which was now angled on one side—and swept straight back to the
taillights. The driver faced an entirely new instrument cluster that enclosed the speedometer and fuel and
temperature gauges within a bow. Engines were carried over except for a few more horses, ranging from
144 in the six to 245 for the 312 V-8. The public took notice, helping Ford capture first place by purchasing
1,676,449 of its ’57 cars, especially the haulin’ types who put an astounding 321,170 new Ford wagons on
the road, 60,486 Ranch Wagons and 46,105 Del Rio Ranch Wagons among them. Incidentally, the Ranch
Wagon was the basis for this year’s new half car/half pickup, the Ranchero, which essentially exchanged
the wagon’s back seat and cargo compartment for a pickup bed.
The 1958 Fords were heavily facelifted, now
displaying four headlights, a new honeycomb
grille, usually with a T-shaped guard at the
bottom, a rather odd-looking hood scoop, little
round ornaments mounted on each front
fender, and four oval taillights. Mid-year saw
the introduction of the first four-door (or
Fordor) Ranch Wagon, giving buyers three to
choose from. Side trim on the Tudor and
Fordor was revised, now sweeping toward the
1958 Ranch Wagon 4 Door
front fenders, while the Del Rio was decorated
with a chrome strip that spanned he front fenders and doors and curved downward, connected to an anodized
gold trim strip that ran from the door to the rear fender. The dash was similar to 1957, except for black-onwhite instrument facing in place of white-on-black. Mechanically speaking, the biggest newsmakers were
the new three-speed Cruise-O-Matic transmission (Ford-O-Matic remained available), new 332- and 352cid V-8s (replacing the 272 and 312), and optional “Ford-Aire” air suspension. The last was installed on
only a handful of Fords, which was just as well, as it proved just as problematic as those of other brands
that offered them. Due mainly to the year’s sudden and unexpected deep recession, Ford production fell
precipitously, falling short of a million as Chevrolet reclaimed “USA 1” and even slightly outproduced
Ford in wagons this year (187,063 to 184,613). Production of Tudor Ranch Wagons fell to 34,578, while
32,854 of the new Fordor Ranch Wagons were also built. The Del Rio Ranch Wagon plunged to only
12,687, and was summarily axed after this season.
For 1959, the Del Rio was replaced by a twodoor Country Sedan, which sold no better and
did not last beyond this year. Along with other
mainstream Fords, the remaining Ranch
Wagons came in a boxy new body on a new
118-inch wheelbase, highlighted by a broad
star-filled grille above a new bumper with a
dipped center, new full-length side trim with a
kickup in the middle, a “V” formation on the
tailgate, a return to round taillights, and highmounted round backup lamps at the tips of the
1959 Ranch Wagon 2 Door
rear fenders. Also, the Tudor Ranch Wagon’s
rear side windows were now lifted from Ford’s two-door sedans, thereby dispensing with the sliding glass,
and some later ’59 Ranch Wagons also added three sideways-“V” hashmarks on each rear fender. The
instrument cluster was now in a “loaf of bread” shape, with the fuel and temperature gauges in the lower

corners to the left and right of the speedometer. Ford touted its ’59s as “the world’s most beautifully
proportioned cars”, and won a design award from the Comite Francais de l’Elegance at the Brussels World
Fair. Engines were left alone except for slight power reductions for the 292 and 332 V-8s to help them run
more economically. Production rebounded nicely, and with 269,338 built, Ford regained leadership in
station wagon sales. These included 67,339 four-door Ranch Wagons and 45,588 two-doors, the combined
total of 112,927 making 1959 the best-selling year for the Ranch Wagon.
Dearborn began the next decade with what it called the “finest Fords of a lifetime”. Another complete
restyling for 1960 tacked on yet another inch of wheelbase, now at 119, while length and width ballooned
by another five inches each. The latter now measured 81.5, which crossed the line drawn by most state
laws. Other elements of the new design were a gently sloping hood that went back to opening from the
front, boomerang tailfins, full-length chrome trim that rose up from the bumper tips and all along the
beltline, and half-oval taillights at either end of a recessed cove. In addition, the windshield posts were
straightened out, although the windshield itself still showed some curvature, while headlights were set
within the grille for the first time, and the rear bumper was stamped with mirror-image indentations of the
taillights, into which optional reflector lenses could be inserted. The instrument panel was also revised,
with an oblong speedometer and round auxiliary gauges. The new styling was a great look, but not your
typical Ford look, and Ford soon realized this mistake, which took a toll on its big car sales, as did the
introduction of the compact Falcon. Engines were carried over again, except for the 332 V-8, which was
dropped. Production for the Ranch Wagon ended at 43,872 four-doors and 27,136 two-doors.
Ford returned to a more true-to-form look for
1961, again reverting to round taillights, along
with a new concave crosshatch grille and fins
reduced to narrow canted blades on each rear
fender. After the states let Ford off with a
warning, the width was pared down to 79.9
inches; length was trimmed a bit as well,
mainly at the rear. A roll-down tailgate
window, with power optional, finally arrived
for big Fords, and the tailgate itself was
1961 Ranch Wagon 2 Door
widened to take it in. The top engine option
was the new Thunderbird 390 V-8, rated at an even 300 horsepower. Every Ford, Dearborn claimed, was
“beautifully built to take care of itself”, thanks to self-adjusting brakes and an aluminized muffler among
other measures, backed by a one-year/12,000-mile warranty. 30,292 four-door Ranch Wagons were built,
while the two-door was down to only 12,042, low enough to make this its final year; along with its Deluxe
Suburban counterpart at Plymouth, it was also the final full-size two-door wagon on the market. (The
Courier that was based on it was phased out as well.)
That left the four-door as the sole Ranch Wagon model for 1962. There was a bold new rectangle-pattern
grille and the fins were gone, while the rear exhibited a pronounced slant, with the round taillights partly
sunken into the bumper. This season began Ford’s long-running “Total Performance” advertising campaign,
and the big ’62s were promoted as “The Lively Ones”, though the engine selection for big Ford haulers was
essentially the same as in ’61. In mid-year, all Fords came with transistorized ignition. Ranch Wagon
production totaled 33,674 units for the year.
It was also in 1962 that Ford created a whole new class of cars. Bridging the gap in size and price between
the full-size Fords and the compact Falcon, Ford introduced the industry’s first intermediate series of cars
with the new Fairlane series.

For 1963, the Ranch Wagon was transferred to
this new series, becoming the first wagons in
this class along with their faux-wood-sided
Fairlane Squire companion. There were two
Ranch Wagons, one in the base Fairlane series,
listing at $2,525, and a Custom Ranch Wagon
in the plusher Fairlane 500 series for $88 more.
Both were six-passenger models, but an
optional rear-facing third seat could be ordered
to accommodate two more. The front end bore
more than a passing resemblance to the big
Fords, with a grid-type grille enclosing the dual
1963 Fairlane 500 Custom Ranch Wagon
headlamps and “FORD” spelled out above. The
side view was highlighted by full-length beltline creases culminating in narrow canted blade-like fins, much
like those seen on the contemporary Thunderbird and the ’61 full-size Fords, as well as a full-length chrome
spear on base Fairlanes, or a full-length color contrast strip on 500 Customs. The rear exhibited the
traditional Ford round taillights to either side of a decorative grooved beauty strip on base models, or within
a full aluminum panel on 500s. A trio of hooded round dials made up the instrument panel. Engine choices
began with Ford’s 200-cid inline six, with three V-8s also available, displacing 221, 260 and 289 cubic
inches. A three-speed column-shift manual was standard; overdrive was available with the 221 V-8, as was
two-speed Fordomatic with all engines. The launch of this new class hauler was a tremendous success;
24,006 base Fairlane Ranch Wagons were built, along with 29,612 500 Custom Ranch Wagons.
With the Fairlane Squire dropped for 1964, now all Fairlane wagons were Ranch Wagons. A mild facelift
brought a new grille of delicate horizontal and vertical bars that again bore strong similarity to the senior
Fords. Larger taillights highlighted the rear view, while the sides got a diagonal trim piece added to the rear
doors, and the fins were eliminated. The 221 V-8 was dropped. With lots of new competition, particularly
from Chevrolet’s new Chevelle and other new GM mid-sizers, production of Ranch Wagons declined to
20,980 base models and 24,962 Customs.
For 1965, the Ranch Wagon returned to the
full-size line, which was completely
redesigned, and resumed its role as the thriftseeker’s model of the group. (The previous
year’s Ranch Wagons were now simply the
Fairlane and Fairlane 500 wagons.) The new
styling was markedly straight-lined, and
featured stacked headlights, a horizontal bar
grille, hexagonal taillights, curved side glass,
and wind deflectors built into the D-pillars to
help keep the tailgate window clean. The
torque-box frame and all-coil suspension
underneath it all were also completely new,
although the 119-inch wheelbase remained the
1965 Ranch Wagon
same as for all full-size Fords made since 1960.
The bi-level instrument panel was deeply shaded and placed the fuel gauge to the left of the strip-style
speedometer and the optional radio to the right of it, with the optional clock and other controls within easy
reach below. The main news under the hood was the new 240-cid “Big Six”, the largest six in the industry,
good for 150 horses. V-8s included the Challenger 289 rated at 200 or 225 horsepower, the Thunderbird
352 at 250 horses, and the big Thunderbird Special 390 at 300 horses. Big Fords were promoted as “quieter
than a Rolls-Royce”, and advertising would continue to emphasize quietness for years to come. Front seat

belts were now standard equipment, and buyers of big Fords could also add a “Swing-Away” steering wheel
that shifted to the right to ease entry and exit for the driver, an AM/FM radio, “Studiosonic Sound System”,
“Select-Aire” air conditioning, cruise control, a six-way power seat and an under-dash “SafetyConvenience Control Panel” with five warning lights. Ford-O-Matic was dropped, leaving the far more
popular Cruise-O-Matic as the only automatic transmission available. The industry was doing well to hold
the line on prices, and at $2,763 the ’65 Ranch Wagon cost only $30 more than the ’62 model. Ford built
two million cars for the first time in 1965, including 30,817 new Ranch Wagons.
A facelift for 1966 gave the big Fords a new two-tier grille with twin rectangular parking lamps at either
end, more sculpturing along the side panels, and narrower taillights. Leave it to Ford to deliver the year’s
biggest bombshell in the station wagon world, the two-way “Magic Doorgate”. It folded down like a
conventional tailgate for loading cargo, and could also be opened sideways like a door for passengers. It
was standard equipment on all full-size Fords, and proved popular enough for the competition to begin
offering their own versions within a few years. Rear seat belts were now standard as well. A 345-horse
Thunderbird 428 V-8, power disc brakes, Stereo-Sonic tape player, and a Deluxe luggage rack with
adjustable side rails were new items on the option menu. Production of Ranch Wagons nudged up to 33,306
units.
The 1967 Fords got new styling with a V-shaped front that gave them more forward thrust, and soft rear
fender curves, although rooflines were carried over. The new grille was made up of two rows of large
rectangles. Lifeguard safety equipment now included additional dash padding, a dual braking system and
new steering wheels with a very heavily padded round hub. A new automatic, called Select-Shift, enabled
the driver to shift manually or let the system do the work. The optional cruise control was now operated
with a button at the end of the turn signal stalk, which now incorporated a lane-change feature, and a “TiltAway” steering wheel, adjustable to nine positions, could also be ordered. Ranch Wagon assemblies wound
up at 23,932 units for the year.
In 1968, Ford began advertising as the
“Wagonmaster” whenever it promoted station
wagons. A pair of new Custom 500 Ranch
Wagons arrived this year, a half-step above the
base Ranch Wagon, with either six-passenger
seating or, for the first time, Ford’s dual-facing
rear seats. Side-by-side headlamps returned,
set within a new quartered grille filled with
fine horizontal bars, and the taillights were
now bisected horizontally by the backup
lenses. Fender marker lamps appeared front
and rear as newly required by law, the front ones
1968 Custom 500 Ranch Wagon
doubling as turn signals. A new 302 replaced the
289 as the standard V-8. A new 427 V-8 also came in, then was quickly withdrawn. All Ford wagons for
’68 were treated to heavy-duty suspensions and new steering wheels with a padded full-diameter hub. Prices
now started at an even three grand for a base Ranch Wagon, but the model expansion gave quite a boost to
Ranch Wagon sales, which more than doubled, to 49,839: 18,237 base models, 18,181 six-passenger
Custom 500s and 13,421 Custom 500s with the dual-facing rear seats.
For 1969, the big Ford wagons were no longer a separate series, instead becoming members of the series
on whose trim levels they were based. Thus, the two Custom 500 Ranch Wagons were now officially
Custom 500 series models, while the base Ranch Wagon now belonged to the entry-level Custom series.
The grille consisted of simple horizontal bars with a heavier bar across the middle, while parking lamps
were moved into the front bumper, new three-section taillights wrapped around the fender edges,

eliminating the need for rear marker lamps, and reverse lamps were moved into the rear bumper. It also
featured “full-park” windshield wipers that rested on the windshield frame instead of the glass when not in
use. Inside the new “front room”, the driver got a gander at the new concave “Flight-Cockpit” instrument
panel that was a study in good ergonomics, placing all controls within his or her reach. As competitors
began installing their own versions of the Magic Doorgate on their wagons, Ford improved upon its own
innovation, enabling it to open sideways even with the window completely raised, thus turning it into a
three-way Doorgate. Wheelbase was changed for the first time since 1960, now at 121 inches, a gain of
two. The new “Windsor” 351-cid V-8 was introduced this year, as was the “Thunder Jet” 429. The Ranch
Wagon tally for ’69 read 17,489 Customs, 16,432 six-passenger Custom 500s, and 11,563 Custom 500s
with dual-facing rear seats, which added up to 45,484.
A mild facelift for 1970 brought a new grille with a rectangular grid and a horizontal divider intersected by
a red vertical central emblem. All Ranch Wagons now ran with V-8s (the 351 was standard) and got an
anti-theft ignition lock and “Uni-Lock” lap/shoulder belts that snapped into the buckle as one unit. The
Ranch Wagon count for 1970 came to 40,333: 15,086 Customs, 15,304 Custom 500 six-passenger, and
9,943 Custom 500s with dual-facing rear seats.
The 1971 big wagons from Ford carried
recessed headlamps and a new protruding
four-sided center grille, in an argent-finished
crosshatch pattern on Ranch Wagons, all
within a contoured bumper. The profile was
similar to that of the previous two years, but
concealed windshield wipers, ventless side
windows, a mid-body crease that faded in the
middle and flush flap-style door handles lent a
smoother appearance, while the backup lamps
were moved back to the center of the taillights,
which no longer wrapped around the fenders
(and so, back went the rear side marker lamps).
The revised instrument panel did away with the
1971 Custom 500 Ranch Wagon
arc effect while maintaining good accessibility.
All Ford wagons now came with steel rails within the doors to enhance safety in a side collision, as well as
ignition warning buzzers and lockable side storage pockets in the cargo bay. A 400-cid “Cleveland” V-8
was the newest engine option for the largest Fords, while a new locking system that locked all doors,
including the tailgate, with the touch of a button was newly available, as was a built-in tailgate window
washer/wiper system. Ranch Wagon production for ’71 edged upward to 16,696 Customs and 25,957
Custom 500s, for a sum total of 42,649.
Changes for 1972 were mostly subtle ones. The crosshatch grille was continued but with larger openings,
and it now filled the entire area within the bumper, which effectively made the headlamps shallower, and
the bumper itself now ran straight across at the bottom for improved protection. The old 390 V-8 was
retired, leaving the 351, 400 and 429, which were now quoted in net rather than gross horsepower (now
ranging from 153 to 208), and could all accept regular gasoline. Select-Shift automatic was now standard
for all full-size Ford wagons, as were power steering and a power tailgate window. Ranch Wagon output
for ’72 totaled 29,898 units: 13,064 Customs and 16,834 Custom 500s.
A more substantial appearance greeted buyers of big Fords for 1973. Described by Dearborn as “pillared
hardtop” styling, it combined thin B-pillars with frameless door glass as part of a more slab-sided profile.
The front still wore an argent-finished checkerboard grille with a central bulge, but it was made less
prominent, although the bumper was made more so as it had to withstand a 5-mph impact as newly required

by federal law. Large parking lamps now
wrapped around the fenders, extending nearly
their full height. Taller new taillights with the
backup lenses now at the bottom highlighted
the new rear styling. Ranch Wagons for ’73
were now all Custom 500s, as the base Custom
series vanished. The instrument panel was
modified, placing all warning lights and turn
indicators in a neat row below the
speedometer. You now got power disc brakes
1973 Custom Ranch Wagon
standard, as well as an inside hood release and
washer jets built into the wiper blades, and if the spare tire was called for, it could now be removed easily
with an extractor attached to it. An electric tailgate window defroster could now be ordered, as could
intermittent wipers and a small table with magnetized checkers for models with the dual-facing rear seats.
Ford’s latest jumbo powerplant was the new 202-horse 460-cid V-8, the largest engine in history for any
production station wagon. Price of entry for a Ranch Wagon now topped $4,000, and production came to
22,432 units.
The Ranch Wagon received a touchup for 1974 with a more elaborate mesh grille with a central vertical
divider and three horizontal ones, and 5-mph bumpers now at both ends. The federally mandated seat belt
interlock system, intended to promote more widespread seat belt usage, prevented the vehicle from starting
until the belts were fastened, which caused a lot of folks to revolt, enough for the feds to relent and allow
them to have the system disabled. The 429 V-8 was dropped from the engine selection, while electronic
ignition was implemented when the optional 400 and 460 engines were ordered. For the folks in blue, Ford
offered no less than four special police packages for the Ranch Wagon and Country Sedan. The OPEC oil
embargo scared many a would-be buyer away from big barges like the Ranch Wagon, and after just 12,104
of the ’74s were built—an all-time low—Ford finally put it out to pasture.
But the Ranch Wagon’s time was passing anyway. It fit the bill nicely for budget-minded families in the
Fifties, but by the Seventies most of those same people had already begun thinking smaller even before the
embargo, while those who still bought big cars clearly wanted luxury, even after the embargo. (A plainsided LTD wagon, introduced in mid-1973, would take over as the lower-cost alternative to the Country
Squire.) There would be a Custom 500 wagon for a few more years—minus the Ranch Wagon name—to
serve Canadian customers, but it was reserved strictly for fleet buyers in the U.S.
So the Ranch Wagon story closely parallels that of the Country Sedan in most respects. In addition to
sharing basic styling cues and identical 23-year timespans, both were instrumental in spurring on the allsteel station wagon boom that already had a foundation laid elsewhere. The main differences for the Ranch
Wagon were a lower price, more modest appointments and equipment, a temporary departure from the fullsize field, two commercial spinoffs, and availability as a two-door for the first ten years (versus one year
for the Country Sedan). Though ultimately overshadowed by its higher-ranking linemates, the Ranch
Wagon to the very end remained true to its purpose, delivering outstanding value along with generous room
and a nice quiet ride for families and their precious cargo. Now that’s something you can take to the ranch!

Activities
June 18 to 22, 2019

ISWC 2019 Convention and Show, Buffalo, New York

Want Ads
Time to get those ads to me for insertion in the next newsletter. In the meantime, I’ll insert one
of my own.
For Sale – Numerous Vega and Astre parts. Tell me what you need and I’ll tell you if I have it.
Too many parts to list. I also have lots of parts for a ’72 Ford Squire and some glass for ‘84 Ford
Squire and ‘87 Mercury Colony Park. Chuck Snyder 724-586-7187. Call and leave a message.
_____________________________________________________________________________

Gregg Merksamer keeps me supplied with wagon material. A recent favorite contribution from
Gregg is from the November 2018 issue of Smoke Signals, the magazine of the Pontiac Oakland
Club. “The Passion Pink Pontiac” is written by Ted Miskell with photos by Ken Bello. The story
references a 1958 Reefshell Pink with Patina Ivory insert Pontiac wagon, which was bought used
around 1960. Having grown up in that era, the story hit home for me. Like so many car
enthusiasts we tend to enjoy the cars from our past. The present Pink Pontiac wagon is a recreation of those fond memories from the early 1960’s. Our wagons only had a blanket in the
back, but the author’s mother went so far as to find an old mattress for the way back. We didn’t
have seatbelts to keep us in place back then, so it was not unusual for us to move back and forth
from the way back to the conventional rear seat. Very seldom was the third seat used. (More
freedom to romp with it folded down.) Thanks for the memories. By the way, the author uses that
same mattress from 1960 in his new Passion Pink Pontiac. (But with a new cover.)
______________________________________________________________________________

Yet another article from Gregg brought back even more fond (?) memories. Hemmings, February
2019 has an article titled “Life from the Third Row” written by Matthew Litwin. A much
younger Matthew growing up in the 70’s provided a slightly different perspective. By that time, I
was the adult in the front seat and our kids roamed the back 40 acres. OK, cars were getting
smaller and the back 40 had become 20. And we did not have the third seat. But with the back
seat folded down, it still provided a nice playground for two young boys, who would never sit
still on a back seat. By that time, we didn’t have a “Magic Doorgate” or a “Glide-awayTailgate,” we had a hatch. Regardless, it was a wagon and the kids were (as Matthew observed)
easily occupied observing the cars behind or the scenery passing in slow motion from that
vantage point. I have to wonder if the requirement of seat belts prompted the invention of the cell
phone to keep today’s kids occupied while belted in place in the back seat.

Weird Wagons
Chuck Snyder

It was 1956, designer Dave Scott of Virgil Exner’s Plymouth Design Studio provided the design
and Ghia built the Plainsman, an 8 passenger dream car designed to plot trends in ’57 wagon
design. Exner stated that the wagon “reflects the colorful and casual way of life that typifies the
nation’s westward movement and is a bold expression of the suburban trend in American living.”
The metallic beige finish was chosen to compliment the western theme. The white fabric padded
metal roof (although, dating back to the 1920’s, vinyl roofs would not come into use until the
late 1950’s) was stepped and cantilevered and complete with air intakes. An electrically operated
rear seat and tailgate would be a boon to most women. When opened, there were no hinges,
brackets or cables to be seen. Steps slide out automatically. The “novel rearward facing back
seat” folds flush into the floor to allow more loading room. Continuing with the western theme,
the Plainsman B-pillars had longhorn emblems. The seating surfaces continued the theme with
the use of “calfskin hide.” The Plainsman contained elements of Chrysler’s “Flight Sweep”
design. The roadworthy concept car employed a conventional Plymouth drive train, using a 259
cid V-8 and Power Flite automatic transmission.
The spare tire is handy and a space
saver. A crank lowers the spare
onto the ground and returns the
flat tire to an out-of-the-way
storage compartment behind the
rear wheel.

All controls and gauges are conveniently located directly behind
the steering wheel. The natural calfskin upholstery and natural
leather make up the interior trim. Door handles are of the sliding
type.
Chrysler felt that the 60” high wagon could easily be placed in
production if public demand warranted tooling for a run. (which
never happened.) But this particular model did serve a useful life
as a family car.
Because the Plainsman was built in Italy, Chrysler had 18 months
to decide whether to pay the import duty or ship it out of the
country. Chrysler chose the latter, selling it to a banker in Cuba.
The next owner was a Chrysler export manager also living in
Cuba. When Castro came to power it was necessary for the owner
and his car to leave the country, with the next destination being
Australia. To meet local regulations the car was then converted to right hand drive. Also while in
Australia, the drive train was swapped for a 375 hp, 440 cid V-8 and mated to a TorqueFlight
automatic transmission, which remains in the car today. Eventually the export manager retired,
returning along with the Plainsman to the US. Next owner was a private collector who returned
the car to left hand drive. But apparently the owner chose preservation over restoration.
The Plainsman proved to be a great hit for Chrysler. It also provided an opportunity to test ideas
like the rear facing powered “spectator seats,” powered tailgate, hidden spare tire
compartment and the fold down rear seating, with some of the innovations being used in future
Chrysler products.

The black and white photos are part of an article in the March 1956 Motor Trend magazine. The
leading and following photos were taken by Auction America in preparation for a sale to take
place in 2014. Although the exterior appears to need a bit of refreshing, Auction America was
predicting a selling price of $150,000 to $200,000. Actual sale price on August 7, 2014 was
$176,000.
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